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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Broad deployment of alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) can help address a range of concerns, including air quality, climate change, and energy security. For decades, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities Program and other federal, state, and local government initiatives have been facilitating the deployment of AFVs and fueling infrastructure to reduce petroleum consumption. In recent years, additional supportive public policies have helped accelerate the development and adoption of AFVs, which include electric, fuel cell, and natural gas vehicles. However, their numbers remain small and direct public support for both development and deployment is unexpected to reach levels seen following the federal economic stimulus in 2009. Significant growth of the AFV market, including new fueling infrastructure, will consequently depend on substantial increases in private investment. Innovative financial tools can play an important role in mobilizing this private capital.

As a first step in identifying promising solutions, it is critical to understand the fundamental barriers to AFV deployment, as well as specific barriers to AFV finance. The major barriers to AFV market growth include:

- **High upfront cost of AFVs**: Currently, AFVs across all weight classes and fuel types are generally more expensive than similar gasoline or diesel vehicles. Government incentives designed to reduce the upfront costs have increased demand for AFVs, but not all buyers are able to use these incentives.

- **Inadequate near-term demand for widespread AFV fueling infrastructure**: While certain types of refueling infrastructure can be heavily used (e.g., airports and fleet hubs), development of more disperse fueling infrastructure for all fuel types is limited by the demands of a smaller market.

- **Uncertainty about benefits and costs of AFVs and related infrastructure**: Consumers do not fully understand the vehicle total cost of ownership, performance, and fueling needs of AFVs. Increased investment can help overcome these fundamental hurdles, but faces its own set of barriers:
  - **Information failures**: Lack of credible, reliable information about new technology, including batteries (cost, life and recharging), and future market demand for AFVs and fueling infrastructure limit interest in private sector financial solutions.
  - **Legal and regulatory hurdles**: Rules about the kinds of financial instruments investors can hold, and restrictions on contract types and terms can both limit investment in AFVs and its infrastructure; this is especially true for government agencies.
  - **Liquidity risk**: New technologies and new financial products initially face a market uncertain of their benefits and costs and are often considered more risky and harder to buy and sell, or in other words they are challenged by “liquidity” concerns. Rules around the liquidity of financial products and investment require banks to hold safe capital in reserve when they own assets that are harder to sell.
  - **Scale**: The transaction costs associated with loan origination, attorney fees, monitoring, and servicing financial products are higher per product when only a few financial products are transacted. More transactions that use the same processes, templates and formulations reduce the per product cost.

Innovative financial tools have helped overcome similar barriers faced by other clean energy technologies, such as renewable energy or energy efficiency upgrades. Some financial models that have been helpful in advancing these technologies may also be useful in mobilizing stronger AFV investment. These include:

- **Leasing**: Various leasing plans allow any buyer to avoid high upfront costs and allow individual consumers and some government agencies to benefit from government incentives.

- **Performance contracting**: These contracts can be used to finance the higher upfront costs of AFVs or new fueling infrastructure. In both cases, the investment can be repaid through future operational and fuel cost savings.

- **Green banks**: These quasi-public or public financing institutions can leverage limited public dollars to attract significantly more private capital for investment. They can provide a variety of services including direct loans, contract standardization, and credit enhancements.

Although private finance and innovative financial tools...
are not a panacea for AFVs and fueling infrastructure deployment, they can help overcome many of the barriers facing a new technology like AFVs. They can also engage a broader group of investors, secure longer loan terms, and ultimately reduce the costs of capital. These conditions would allow more potential buyers to enter the AFV market and help infrastructure providers survive until demand for their product, alternative fuels, is less diffuse and larger in scale.

INTRODUCTION

Alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) are a small but increasingly important part of the U.S. transportation system. Powered by rechargeable batteries, natural gas, hydrogen, or other non-petroleum-based fuels, AFVs hold the potential to provide public benefits by reducing greenhouse gas emissions that are warming the planet, improving energy security, and improving air quality. This paper makes the case that the benefits of AFVs are theoretically attainable today, but that due to the relative immaturity of the sector and market failures, deployment is unlikely to occur in a timely manner. Increased investment in deployment is essential to further improve the technology, increase scale to reduce per unit production costs, and catalyze the distribution of infrastructure. These factors are all critical to accelerate the adoption of AFVs.

At present, AFVs face several challenges in the vehicle market. While AFV buyers can generally access the same vehicle financing for AFVs and conventional vehicles, AFV prices are often much higher than those of gasoline or diesel vehicles. While lower operating costs for AFVs can compensate for higher purchase costs and ultimately make them cost-competitive over the vehicle’s lifetime (some even without subsidies), other barriers to their deployment exist. Incomplete information about an electric vehicle’s total cost of ownership, for example, can suppress AFV demand. Development of the necessary fueling infrastructure, which is essential to AFV deployment, has likewise not occurred because of uncertainty over the return on investment. This is due, in large part, to the limited number of AFVs on the road and their relative short history compared to conventional vehicles. Electric vehicles, for example, were first introduced to the mass market in late 2010, more than 100 years after large-scale production of automobiles began.

A combination of private financing and public funding has been helpful in addressing similar barriers in other markets that are now more mature, and could help address the early-market barriers facing AFV technologies as well. Public incentives and regulatory requirements have been the key drivers to developing and introducing AFV technology. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities Program, for example, has helped deploy AFVs and fueling infrastructure resulting in 5.4 billion gallons of petroleum saved since its inception in 1993. While this and other federal, state, and local programs will continue to be critical for continued growth in the AFV and fueling infrastructure market, private finance can also play an important role in accelerating market growth for these technologies. In the building energy efficiency and renewable energy sectors, for example, innovative financing mechanisms, some of which leverage public funds and some of which do not, have helped these technology markets grow and mature. These financial tools or mechanisms were innovative in one of two ways: either as a completely new way of structuring a financial agreement, or as using an established financial tool in a new way.

While public funding has played a key role in advancing early AFV market development, a focus on private sector solutions for the market will be needed. Private sector solutions, such as leasing and performance contracting, tend to be more easily scalable than public support structures. Also, over time new public funding for deploying AFV technologies is likely to be limited.

Box 1. What’s an AFV?

An AFV is any vehicle in the light-, medium-, and heavy-duty segment that can be powered by a fuel other than gasoline or diesel. Various combinations of vehicle drivetrains qualify as an AFV, including those powered in part by gasoline (e.g., an extended range electric vehicle like the Chevrolet Volt). The C2ES AFV Finance Initiative is focused on natural gas, electricity, and hydrogen type AFVs and the related fueling infrastructure (Box 2).
Box 2. C2ES AFV Finance Initiative

C2ES, in partnership with NASEO and with funding from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities Program, began a two-year initiative in early 2013 to develop innovative finance mechanisms aimed at accelerating the deployment of AFVs and fueling infrastructure. As part of this initiative, C2ES has assembled an advisory group of experts on AFVs, infrastructure, and finance from the public and private sectors to help guide its work. The AFV Initiative aims to:

- Identify barriers that hinder private sector investment;
- Develop innovative vehicle and fueling infrastructure financing models to make AFVs more accessible to consumers and fleet operators; and
- Stimulate private sector investment in AFVs and associated infrastructure deployment, building upon and complementing investments previously made by the public sector.

The initiative will research financial barriers, prepare case studies, and develop business models that state partners can consider piloting at the project’s conclusion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify Financial Barriers to Benefits</th>
<th>Prepare 2 Case Studies</th>
<th>Develop Innovative Business Models</th>
<th>Create Strategic Plans for Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency improvements</td>
<td>Existing AFVs or fueling infrastructure project</td>
<td>Fuel &amp; vehicle value proposition</td>
<td>Location or market-specific challenges &amp; opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel savings</td>
<td>Apply financing for energy efficiency savings from buildings to transportation</td>
<td>Target market</td>
<td>Business model application to a particular market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost structures &amp; revenue streams</td>
<td>Guidance including key players, policy actions, cost &amp; benefit, &amp; anticipated results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer undervaluing of operating cost savings</td>
<td></td>
<td>Implementation and/or demonstration guidance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental &amp; energy security benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>Test procedures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initiative will not consider investment in product research, development, or manufacturing. While those areas are important considerations for AFVs, this initiative focuses on the deployment of the vehicles and the supporting fueling infrastructure.

The initiative specifically emphasizes two alternative fuels that offer significant opportunities for growth – electricity and natural gas. Hydrogen is also considered, but because hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are not expected to be available until 2015, this technology is not a focus of the paper. Notably, the initiative also does not focus on biofuels because many government and private sector stakeholders are already working to facilitate their deployment.

In addition to this paper, C2ES will also prepare case studies, and develop business models that states and other partners may be able to use as the basis for developing a pilot project that uses an innovative approach for AFV finance. More information is available at www.c2es.org/initiatives/alternative-fuel-vehicle-finance.
With the goal of increased deployment in mind, C2ES and the National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO), with guidance from the AFV Finance Advisory Group, have started the AFV Finance Initiative to identify options for increasing private investment in AFVs and fueling infrastructure deployment (Box 2). Private investment, as used in this paper, is funding provided by investors with the intention of earning a positive rate of return. It does not include public money, ratepayer funds from electric or natural gas utilities, or investment by a company in their own primary business line.

This paper examines how private financing can address the barriers to demand facing electric, natural gas, and hydrogen fuel cell AFVs and their related fueling infrastructure. Starting with a review of the state of the market, it covers significant barriers to market demand and barriers for private investors and concludes with a review of innovative finance options used in other sectors that could be applied to the AFV market.

AFV MARKET STATE OF PLAY

Air quality issues, climate change, and energy security impacts have prompted significant public policy attention to alternative-fuel vehicles, especially electric and natural gas vehicles. Both of these vehicle types use domestic energy sources that often release fewer local air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions than diesel or gasoline.3 States have implemented a variety of incentives, including vehicle tax credits, exemptions such as high-occupancy (HOV) vehicle access, and rebates, to promote AFV deployment. Figure 1 highlights the number of new policies and incentives put in place each year. While the number of new programs has recently declined on a year-to-year basis, many incentive programs are ongoing. Consequently, the cumulative number of incentive programs available for EV, hydrogen, and natural gas vehicles was more than 300 in 2012.4 In addition to the programs highlighted in Figure 1, many states have also committed to purchasing AFVs for their fleets; 22 states have committed to purchasing natural gas vehicles and eight have committed to purchasing zero emission vehicles.5,6

FIGURE 1: Number of new state policies and incentives on AFVs (2002-2012)
At the federal level, tax credits exist for EV and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles up to $7,500 for the former and $4,000 for the latter. Federal fueling infrastructure tax credits and excise tax credits also exist for hydrogen infrastructure. Federal incentives for fueling infrastructure for EVs and natural gas vehicles expired in recent years.

In addition to government incentives and purchasing programs, the low operating cost of AFVs has also spurred interest in these technologies. The cost per mile to operate an electric passenger vehicle is about one-quarter the cost of the average conventional vehicle because of an EV's highly efficient drivetrain. Natural gas vehicles also operate at a much lower cost than gasoline or diesel vehicles because of the lower price per unit of energy for natural gas compared to petroleum. At the time of writing, compressed natural gas costs $2.14 per gallon of gasoline equivalent, compared to $3.65 and $3.91 per gallon for gasoline and diesel, respectively. While prices do fluctuate, the price differentials between alternative and conventional transportation fuels are forecast to persist for decades, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).

While the overall sales and use of AFVs have picked up in recent years, they remain a tiny fraction of new car sales and of the 250 million registered vehicles on the road today. EIA estimates that as of 2011, there were 189,472 natural gas, electric, and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles on the road in the United States. Of these, natural gas vehicle have been in existence the longest and make up the largest share, accounting for about 64% of AFVs. The number of natural gas vehicles on the road (mostly pickups, buses, and trucks) has remained relatively constant from 2003 (117,046) to 2011 (121,650). While the number of these vehicles has remained relatively stable, their annual fuel consumption has actually increased 68% from 2003 to 2011. This pattern of increased fuel consumption implies that natural gas vehicle utilization rates, vehicle miles traveled, or both, are going up. Electric vehicle (EV) sales, however, are significantly increasing, even though their growth is still lower than initial forecasts made when EVs first hit the market in late 2010. Since then, the introduction of numerous new passenger models and state programs have helped EV sales grow considerably for individual consumers. U.S. sales from late 2010 to March 2014 exceeded 175,000, with nearly 40% occurring in California.

As fuel consumption increases, the stock of AFV fueling infrastructure has also experienced significant growth in recent years, especially electric vehicle charging stations. As of March 2014, the United States had 8,421 operating publicly available fueling stations for natural gas, electric, or hydrogen vehicles. Also, more than 95% of the nation’s 7,689 public electric charging stations have been installed since 2010. A complete listing of AFVs and fueling sites is on the U.S. Department of Energy’s Alternative Fuel Data Center website (www.afdc.energy.gov).

Infrastructure build-out requires a viable business model with sufficient demand and revenue from AFV operators. The fueling needs of AFV operators, however, are complex and vary by vehicle owner, vehicle type, and purpose (e.g., commercial or private individual). For example, operators of natural gas or hydrogen fleets, such as buses, cabs, and commercial vehicles, favor centralized refueling sites. In contrast, EVs tend to have more individual owners, so a home electric charging station is typically sufficient for daily driving needs. Nevertheless, there remains a need for workplace or other publicly available refueling sites for those without access to home charging (e.g., multi-family dwellers) and to alleviate the concern of EV drivers about range. Addressing concerns over fueling infrastructure is essential to grow AFV market share.

### AFV MARKET PARTICIPANTS

Key participants in the AFV market vary widely and include large private and public vehicle fleet owners, individual consumers, AFV-related businesses, and investors (Figure 2). Considering their different perspectives and constraints is essential to understanding the barriers restricting investment in AFVs and infrastructure.

Vehicle buyers tend to fall into three categories: public...
fleets, private fleets, and individual consumers. These categories matter because the basis for purchasing decisions differs between the groups. A survey of individual car buyers, for example, found that their most important factors when buying a car included vehicle performance (82%) and design style (65%). Fleet buyers, however, tend not to be the drivers, so performance and style are less important. Instead, fleet buyers are more likely to base their decisions on vehicle suitability, serviceability, price, and lifecycle cost. Among fleet buyers, public and private entities also vary in their operational requirements. For instance, public fleet managers base purchasing decisions on strict budgeting rules, such as the potential inability to shift funds from their operating budget (for vehicle maintenance and fueling) to their capital budget (for vehicle and infrastructure purchasing).

**FIGURE 2: Key AFV Participants and Stakeholders**

Vehicle manufacturers are another category of participants in the AFV market. Manufacturers tend to be large, established companies that have been making conventional vehicles for decades, but have more recently begun to include AFVs as part of a portfolio of vehicle offerings. For passenger cars, these include General Motors (Chevrolet Volt), Nissan (LEAF), Toyota (Plug-in Prius), and Honda (FCX Clarity), while bus and freight trucks manufacturers like Blue Bird, Freightliner, and Mack similarly each produce natural gas vehicles. Tesla Motors and Smith Electric produce only EVs, and are notable exceptions.

Air quality requirements and fuel economy standards have both contributed to growth of the AFV market. Natural gas buses were often first introduced in cities that could otherwise not attain ambient air quality standards imposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. For instance, Los Angeles Metro first introduced natural gas buses in 1995 to help address air quality issues, and now relies on natural gas to power nearly all of its bus fleet. In addition, California and nine other states are requiring automakers to build zero emission vehicles (ZEV) and offer them for sale within their borders. ZEV requirements have been instrumental at inducing the development and manufacture of hydrogen fuel cell and electric vehicles (and their related infrastructure).

Fuel and infrastructure providers are another category of stakeholder involved in the AFV market. Companies that provide fueling infrastructure include those solely focused on installing and operating AFV fueling stations,
companies that provide fueling infrastructure as an ancillary service (e.g., a restaurant that provides EV charging), and companies that have interests in electricity, natural gas, and hydrogen production and sale. The latter stakeholder category tends to face strict restrictions on the investments they can make as the distribution and sale of natural gas and electricity are regulated by the state government. Depending on the state, changes to electricity or natural gas infrastructure, retail rates, or new programs may require approval by a public utility commission.22

Investors are the fifth category of market participants essential for increasing AFV and infrastructure deployment. Governments were some of the earliest investors and continue to provide significant funding for development and usage. Incentive programs, subsidies, education initiatives, and purchasing for government fleets all contributed to the start up of this industry. While government may be considered an initial investor, generally throughout this paper, investors can be thought of as those that provide money or capital for a limited period of time in exchange for an expected positive financial return. While the term “investor” is a general term, the investor community is far from homogenous, as investors vary with respect to their tolerance of risk over different time horizons and hurdle rates of return (see Appendix for definitions of financial terms). Some of these differences are rooted in institutional regulations. For example, regulated financial institutions, like banks, have rules that make owning new securities without a history of returns challenging, even if they believe they have a return exceeding their hurdle rate.

Large institutional investors (e.g., pension and mutual funds) and banks have numerous regulations regarding what they can own, especially for assets seen as very risky. Scale and the ability to sell their investments, if needed, are key considerations for this group, both of which are more difficult to overcome at the onset of a new financial instrument, such as new AFV or infrastructure financial products.

At the other end of the spectrum, private equity firms are able to enter into high-risk investments and to have significantly more debt compared to equity (i.e., highly leveraged). Thus, investment in AFVs and infrastructure can be much easier for less regulated investors. A subcategory of private equity, venture capital firms, often invest in companies at the earliest stage of their development when risk of failure is higher. In fact, venture capital originally funded Tesla Motors.

Private and publicly traded businesses as well as individuals can be anywhere along the spectrum. Businesses investing outside their own companies (business to business), as well as individual investors, can use the above types of firms to invest, or they can directly invest themselves, in AFV-related projects. Publicly traded businesses must report on their investments, but do not have as many rules or regulations as institutional investors or banks. Individuals, of course, face few regulations about where they can put their money but often make a significant portion of their investments through institutional investments like mutual funds or pensions.23

For those AFV investments that are not self-funded, financial markets can play an important role. In the simplest arrangement, investors provide capital and recoup loan repayments or potentially earn a return or dividend on equity arrangements. A slightly more complicated arrangement could include a type of service company that acts as an intermediary between the primary investor and the user/purchaser of the AFV or infrastructure. A service company might be used because it could provide performance guarantees (e.g., a guarantee of savings from decreased energy use) or use a leasing arrangement rather than a direct sale in order to reduce the risk for AFV buyers. Another role for the financial community could be in creating a secondary market where loans for assets are pooled and resold to investors. In other clean tech markets, secondary market investors pay primary market investors upfront in exchange for the future repayments from vehicle buyers or fueling infrastructure providers. In this type of arrangement, repayments generally go through a loan servicing company, which is responsible for billing and processing payments. The loan servicing company then remits payments to secondary market investors subtracting servicing or other costs. A wide variety of arrangements are possible and depend on the needs of all market participants, including legal budgetary requirements.
BARRIERS TO DEMAND THAT PRIVATE FINANCE CAN HELP OVERCOME

Private finance can help address some of the most significant barriers to demand for AFVs and fueling infrastructure. Table 1 summarizes the most significant barriers to market demand and barriers for private investment in AFVs and fueling infrastructure. The table defines barriers facing each stakeholder category from Figure 2, including barriers that are specific to each stakeholder. Although private finance is not a panacea for AFVs and fueling infrastructure deployment, it can be used to overcome some of the most challenging barriers to demand including:

- **High upfront cost of AFVs**: Currently, AFVs across all weight classes and fuel types are generally more expensive than similar gasoline or diesel vehicles. Government incentives designed to reduce the upfront costs have increased demand for AFVs, but not all buyers are able to use these incentives.

- **Inadequate near-term demand for widespread AFV fueling infrastructure**: While certain types of refueling infrastructure can be heavily used (e.g., airports and fleet hubs), development of more dispersed fueling infrastructure for all fuel types is limited by the demands of a smaller market.

- **Uncertainty about benefits and costs of AFVs and related infrastructure**: Consumers and investors do not understand the vehicle total cost of ownership, performance, and fueling needs of AFVs.

### TABLE 1: Summary of Barriers to AFV Deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>STAKEHOLDER</th>
<th>BARRIERS TO AFV DEPLOYMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Buyers</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>High upfront cost; lack of infrastructure; lack of information and experience; lack of scale; absence of industry standardization; vehicle availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public fleets</td>
<td>Capital and operating budget limitations; restricted access to public incentives; ineligibility for auto manufacturer lease specials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private fleets</td>
<td>Ineligibility for auto manufacturer lease specials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual consumers</td>
<td>Ineligibility to qualify for, or lack of interest in accessing, tax credits, public grants, and/or auto manufacturer lease specials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Manufacturers</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Small market/limited demand; technological development; uneconomical technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel and Infrastructure Providers</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Lack of AFVs on road; uncertainty about future market demand; absence of industry standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Small market and limited demand for fuel; low revenue from fuel leading to long payback period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>Small market and limited demand for fuel; low revenue from fuel leading to long payback period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>Extremely small market; lack of vehicles available for purchase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Private finance cannot help with other critical barriers such as lack of consumer education, regulatory restrictions (e.g., those preventing third-party resale of natural gas and electricity\textsuperscript{24}), or a lack of industry standards. These topics are beyond the scope of this paper.

**HIGH UPFRONT COST FOR AFVS**

Currently, AFVs across all weight classes and fuel types are generally more expensive than their conventional-fuel counterparts. Without incentives, buyers may have to pay more than twice as much for an AFV as they would for a model they perceive as similar that runs on conventional fuel.\textsuperscript{25} For example, the 2014 base model Nissan LEAF, an EV, retails for $28,980. Some compare the LEAF to the Nissan Versa Note, which is listed at just $13,990.\textsuperscript{26} A 2015 Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD bi-fuel truck fueled with compressed natural gas (CNG) or gasoline costs $11,000 more than the equivalent gasoline-only model, a difference of 27%.\textsuperscript{27} Similarly, heavy-duty trucks that run on CNG can carry a 40 to 80% price premium.\textsuperscript{28}

Attempting to address the high initial cost and increase demand, governments have used tax incentives and grants to reduce AFV prices. Not all buyers, however, are able to use these tax incentives. For instance, the federal government currently provides a tax credit of up to $7,500 for every EV sold or leased.\textsuperscript{29} If a vehicle buyer is a nonprofit or public entity or does not owe enough in taxes, they will not directly benefit from an EV tax credit. Likewise, the tax credit is not refundable, meaning that individuals that have less than $7,500 in tax liability could not take full advantage of the credit. Tax credits can also confuse consumers and can be overlooked in the overall purchase incentives. On the other hand, California’s Clean Vehicle Rebate Project issues a price reduction for zero emission vehicles like EVs and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles at the point of sale.\textsuperscript{30} A point-of-sale incentive directly lowers the purchase or loan amount.

Auto manufacturers have also tried to lower upfront costs by offering attractive lease deals on certain EVs. For example, manufacturers offered lease deals for as low as $199 per month in mid-2013.\textsuperscript{31} In some cases, individual dealers did not partake in these auto manufacturer lease specials. A Fiat dealer, for instance, reportedly did not participate in the manufacturer’s lease special because the manufacturer required a dealer contribution to reach the $199 per month lease price point it advertised.\textsuperscript{32}

Individual buyers may also be ineligible for AFV-related public grant programs, which often target fleets. For instance, the U.S. Department of Transportation’s (DOT) Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program funds the incremental cost of an AFV over a conventional vehicle for private fleets and up to 80% of a vehicle’s total cost for a public fleet.\textsuperscript{33} A 2013 CMAQ grant for North Carolina’s Solar Center dedicated $4 million to alternative fuel vehicle and refueling equipment purchases, including money for public and private fleets.\textsuperscript{34}

Public and private fleets may need a third party to own equipment in order to smooth out the high upfront costs of buying AFVs and installing infrastructure over the lifetime of operation. As mentioned earlier, public entities cannot directly take advantage of tax credits. In addition, legal or operational restrictions can prevent public agencies from reallocating the fuel cost savings that will be realized in their operating budgets to their capital budgets to account for the vehicle’s higher upfront costs.\textsuperscript{35} Reallocation of funds from operating budgets to capital budgets can also be an issue for private fleets, because of corporate budgeting practices. A solution that can overcome both the inability to use tax credits and the operating versus capital budgeting issue is use of a third-party lease model. A third party that owns vehicles on behalf of the actual operator can take advantage of a tax credit and pass on part, or all, of the savings to the users and lessees of the equipment, including those unable or ineligible to use the credit. Nissan, for example, has a municipal lease program where Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation claims the federal EV tax credit and passes on the savings to the municipality.\textsuperscript{36} One drawback of this leasing model is the cost of borrowing for the third party could be higher than

---

**Box 3. EV Battery Costs**

The most expensive component of an EV is its battery. For example, the 2012 Ford Focus EV, priced at $39,200, has a battery that is estimated to cost $12,000 to $15,000.\textsuperscript{11} In contrast, the gasoline-powered 2012 Ford Focus retails for $22,000. On average, Bloomberg New Energy Finance estimates that batteries account for about 25% of the cost of EVs.\textsuperscript{32}

In contrast, the gasoline-powered 2012 Ford Focus retails for $22,000. On average, Bloomberg New Energy Finance estimates that batteries account for about 25% of the cost of EVs.\textsuperscript{32}
what would be faced by a public agency because of factors such as bond issuance and better bond rates and higher volume. However, this higher cost can be somewhat mitigated by shorter lease commitments that may allow the public agency to acquire lower-cost technology sooner.

INADEQUATE NEAR-TERM DEMAND FOR WIDESPREAD AFV FUELING INFRASTRUCTURE

Specialized infrastructure is required for delivery of all alternative fuels—natural gas, electricity, or hydrogen—just as specialized infrastructure is needed for conventional fuels. Similarly, this infrastructure can be targeted for individual, public, or fleet use. Generally, the requirements and practices for fueling infrastructure are identical for both public and private fleets. Some fleets require publicly available refueling for operators that travel long distances. The cost of installing infrastructure varies greatly by fuel type and fueling speed, as illustrated in Table 2. While certain types of fueling infrastructure can be heavily used (e.g., airports and fleet hubs), development of more disperse infrastructure for all fuel types is limited by the demands of a smaller market.

Uncertainty over the frequency of use for this fueling infrastructure, or utilization rate, is the primary barrier to installing infrastructure for all fuel types and prevents fueling infrastructure providers from reaching scale. Similar to vehicle deployment, government incentives have encouraged AFV fueling infrastructure deployment, but with the same eligibility drawbacks. Again, private finance can help overcome these eligibility issues and issues related to low utilization rates through longer loan terms or lower interest rates.

Three primary issues make CNG/LNG infrastructure uneconomical for investors: (1) Existing gasoline and diesel infrastructure is often already in place and therefore competes well with new entrants; (2) The scale of fuel utilization seems insufficient to cover fixed costs; and (3) Home refueling may be unfeasible. Because natural gas vehicles are mostly used in fleet applications, CNG/LNG infrastructure providers tend to focus on onsite fueling for fleets rather than stations open to the general public. Many fleet owners already have conventional fueling infrastructure available either onsite or through public stations, so new infrastructure would be an added expense on top of the already higher cost for natural gas vehicles. In those cases, the cost of new AFV fueling infrastructure would be included in net present value calculations or other financial modeling. In the case of smaller fleets, fuel savings might not be enough to fully cover the cost of the fueling infrastructure. Finally, some fleets allow operators to take vehicles home, potentially requiring home refueling. In some cases, natural gas may not be available at the home, and in others, installation costs may be prohibitively expensive.

**TABLE 2: Comparing Cost of Installing Alternative Fuel and Gasoline Stations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUELING STATION TYPE</th>
<th>FUEL TYPE</th>
<th>PRICE RANGE FOR SINGLE STATION</th>
<th>FUEL COST PER MILE**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 Home Charging Station</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>$400-$5,500</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Fast Charging</td>
<td></td>
<td>$50,000-$150,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNG Home Slow-Fill Station</td>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>$5,000 + installation</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNG Fast-Fill Station</td>
<td></td>
<td>$675,000-$1 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG Fast-Fill Station</td>
<td></td>
<td>$350,000-$1 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Generation Station</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>$1 million</td>
<td>$0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Station</td>
<td>Gasoline/Diesel</td>
<td>$50,000-$150,000</td>
<td>$0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Assumes an EV travels 3.5 miles per kilowatt-hour; a gasoline, diesel, or CNG vehicle travels 25 miles per gallon of gasoline equivalent; a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle travels 75 miles per hydrogen kilogram; electricity costs $0.12 per kilowatt-hour; CNG costs $2.10 per gallon of gasoline equivalent; hydrogen costs of $7.00 per kilogram; and gasoline/diesel costs $3.50 per gallon.
EV charging infrastructure providers face similar hurdles to CNG/LNG providers, and installing public infrastructure is less advantageous for EVs than natural gas vehicles. A publicly available fast EV charger can cost tens of thousands of dollars, depending on the extent of electrical work required, and the revenue from each use would typically be much less than from a natural gas or conventional vehicle. For example, refueling the 265-mile range Tesla Model S can cost $10 or less. In contrast, home charging stations are relatively inexpensive to install because most single-family homes require little electrical work to accommodate typical charging needs. This, in combination with the convenience of home charging for most, can reduce the need for publicly available charging stations. As a result of the low fuel cost and potential for low utilization, the payback on a public infrastructure investment for EV charging may take too long for investors without another revenue stream (e.g., advertisements) or some public subsidy.

On top of many of the hurdles described above, mass-market hydrogen fuel cell vehicles will not be available until 2015, which by itself makes hydrogen fueling infrastructure very challenging to deploy, considering it costs over $1 million to install a single hydrogen fueling station. Home refueling of hydrogen is impractical because no hydrogen pipeline infrastructure exists and generating hydrogen on-site is cost-prohibitive at such a small scale.

Public incentives, like tax credits and grants, exist to facilitate the deployment of AFV fueling infrastructure, but face eligibility issues similar to AFV tax incentives. For instance, a tax credit for EV charging stations exists in New York, but public entities cannot use it because they do not pay taxes. Another example is the CMAQ program, which, as mentioned before, does not issue grants to individuals.

Private finance can address utilization and incentive eligibility issues for purchasing, installing, and maintaining fueling infrastructure through third-party lease models and longer loan terms. As described in the previous section, third-party lease models help convert tax credits into money and make it possible for ineligible parties, like public fleet operators, to take advantage of public incentives for fueling infrastructure. Longer loan terms and/or lower interest rates for fueling infrastructure providers can greatly reduce utilization issues by reducing monthly payments, which provide time for utilization of fueling infrastructure to grow with AFV deployment. Table 3 illustrates that the monthly payments for a $500,000 loan drop 55% when the loan length is increased by 200%, and drop 5% when the interest rate is decreased from 7% to 5%. The existence of the fueling station could create a virtuous cycle by reducing concerns of potential buyers about available infrastructure and induce more individuals or fleets to purchase AFVs, which could increase sales at the station.

**TABLE 3: Loan payments for a $500,000 amortizing loan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENGTH OF LOAN</th>
<th>INTEREST RATE</th>
<th>MONTHLY PAYMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>$9,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Years</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>$4,494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Years</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>$9,436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INFORMATION-RELATED BARRIERS TO AFV PURCHASERS AND FUELING INFRASTRUCTURE PROVIDERS**

Since AFVs and much of their infrastructure are relatively new, all vehicle buyers and fueling infrastructure providers have less experience with the technology and less data on their overall performance (including return on investment). Three of these key information barriers can be addressed, in part, through the use of private finance: vehicle total cost of ownership, uncertainty for vehicle buyers over costs and durability, and uncertainty around fueling needs.

As discussed earlier, the upfront cost of AFVs for all vehicle buyers creates a significant barrier relative to conventional vehicles. On a total cost of ownership basis, however, AFVs can have a lower total cost when incentives are factored in and fuel and maintenance costs are accounted for (see Box 4). Running on CNG, the Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD truck can save an average operator $6,000 to $10,000 in fuel costs over three years relative to the gasoline version. A similar situation exists for EVs, which can cost 80% less to operate per mile than a conventional vehicle. A recent Electric Power Research Institute paper found that the Nissan LEAF would cost $7,500 less than a 29-mile-per-gallon
conventional vehicle over the vehicle’s lifetime when including current federal tax incentives. For heavy-duty trucks, Waste Management indicates it is saving over $30,000 per year in fuel and maintenance cost for each of the fleet’s CNG trucks.

A financial model that bundles fuel use and vehicle cost is one way of overcoming the total cost of ownership issue. For instance, a pay-per-mile model could provide greater cost certainty on vehicle ownership and operation and make it easier for consumers, including individuals and fleets, to realize the savings from AFVs. This financial model may be more practical for public and private fleets as long as AFVs have a small market share; a startup EV company called Better Place attempted to bundle the cost of the battery and fuel through a lease model and target individuals, but was unsuccessful.

Another information barrier for vehicle buyers is uncertainty over operating cost savings and vehicle durability. Tests and forecasts can estimate the durability and savings from the technology, but the information may not be fully trusted until there is more real-world data. The primary uncertainty for natural gas vehicles is around the future price of natural gas, though the price is currently expected to stay low for many years according to the EIA. For EVs, the quintessential example of uncertainty is the usable life of the battery. The effects of frequent charging and discharging, weather, and other factors on the battery’s longevity, combined with the very high price of lithium ion battery replacement, create a high level of uncertainty surrounding the lifetime cost of the vehicles.

Financial tools that enable renting, insuring, and even exchanging the battery can help overcome these uncertainties for consumers. For instance, for $100 a month, Nissan will replace a battery that loses more than 70% of its capacity, restoring performance to this capacity or higher. Another way to increase the perceived value of an EV is to increase the value of reusing a battery, thereby capturing the residual value and adding a new cash flow prospect for this expensive item. For example, an EV battery could have up to 70% of its capacity remaining after 10 years in a vehicle. Finding new uses for this battery such as potentially providing backup energy storage services for a home or business could significantly reduce the total cost of ownership for an EV.

For fueling infrastructure providers, uncertainties around fuel availability, market size, fueling needs, and siting considerations are the key issues. For natural gas and hydrogen, pipelines must be available unless onsite storage (or onsite hydrogen generation) is possible. Although access to electricity is largely ubiquitous, it may not be readily available or at the appropriate power level where vehicles are parked. Estimates of the AFV market size and fueling needs vary widely because it is difficult to predict future public policies, oil and natural gas prices, consumer preferences, and technological progress. Fuel providers may not know where to build publicly available infrastructure to maximize their customer base. In addition, local regulations, such as building and fire safety codes could restrict siting for fueling infrastructure. These risk factors will all reduce expectations for the potential return on investment.

As illustrated in Table 3, financial tools can help to overcome these barriers through a combination of longer loan terms, reduced loan rates, and other arrangements. For instance, debt covenants allow for less strict rules from a lender to a borrower and thereby make taking a loan less onerous. Better financing terms also improve the project calculus necessary to deploy and maintain infrastructure until utilization and revenue streams are sufficient. Financial arrangements, such as pooled project funding to build large infrastructure networks, can also help enable different debt structures when utilization rates are not sufficient.

This section provided evidence that private finance...
can help overcome some of the most significant barriers to demand in the AFV market. Private investors, on the other hand, face their own set of barriers to investing in AFVs and fueling infrastructure deployment and can make some of the ideas laid out above infeasible. The next section goes into the major barriers private investors face in the AFV market, followed by interventions to overcome these barriers from other sectors.

**BARRIERS TO PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN AFVS AND FUELING INFRASTRUCTURE**

Private investment and financial products come in a variety of forms and can help overcome many of the barriers to AFV demand highlighted earlier in this paper, especially reducing the upfront cost for vehicle buyers and infrastructure providers, reducing risk for consumers due to information uncertainty, and monetizing tax eligibility. Private investment, as defined earlier, is the money provided by various investors with the intention of earning a positive rate of return. Using private investment to create financial products is particularly important because financial tools can use operational savings, especially from fuel savings, to cover the higher upfront cost of vehicles or private fueling infrastructure.

Additionally, longer loan terms or otherwise reduced costs of capital can help infrastructure providers survive until demand for their product, alternative fuels, is less diffuse and larger in scale.

A wide variety of private investment tools exist to help increase AFV and infrastructure deployment. Loans or debt instruments, securitization of asset loans and asset ownership, and leasing arrangements are all examples of investment tools (see Appendix) that AFV and infrastructure market participants might be able to employ. Many of these have been successfully used for other types of clean technology, including the renewable energy and energy efficiency sectors. In addition, expansion of AFV and infrastructure financing may create new types of assets—like an asset that consolidates the total cost of ownership for a vehicle, including fuel, into one payment—or may identify a new way of structuring asset payments.

While innovative investment tools can help deploy more AFVs and related infrastructure, private investment faces its own set of barriers including:

- **Information failures:** Lack of credible, reliable information about new technology, including batteries (cost, life and recharging), and future market demand for AFVs and fueling infrastructure limit interest in private sector financial solutions.
- **Legal and regulatory hurdles:** Rules about the kinds of financial instruments investors can hold, and restrictions on contract types and terms can both limit investment in AFV and its infrastructure. This is especially true for government agencies.
- **Liquidity risk:** New technologies and new financial products initially face a market uncertain of their benefits and costs and are often considered more risky and harder to buy and sell, or in other words they are challenged by “liquidity” concerns. Rules around the liquidity of financial products and investment require banks to hold safe capital in reserve when they own assets that are harder to sell.
- **Scale:** The transaction costs associated with loan origination, attorney fees, monitoring, and servicing financial products are higher per product when only a few financial products are transacted. More transactions that use the same processes, templates and formulations reduce the per product cost.

While information failures similarly impact the demand for AFVs and infrastructure, the next section will explore how they inhibit private investment. More unique to private investors are legal and regulatory hurdles, liquidity risk, and the small scale of AFV financial products, all of which hinder significant investment in new financial products, especially for institutional investors and banks. All of these barriers are considerations for every type of investor and investment, but to varying degrees. For example, rules regarding financial holdings bar some institutional investors from owning securities that have not been rated by an approved rating agency. Furthermore, a lack of credible, reliable information affects all investors, but individual investors are most vulnerable because
they cannot leverage the specialized, skilled analysts that venture capitalists, a subset of private equity investors, tend to employ.

INFORMATION-RELATED BARRIERS TO PRIVATE INVESTMENT

Lack of credible, reliable information about a product, a company, and possible investment return can be a significant barrier to low-cost capital or use of financial models to help expand AFV deployment. Information-related barriers affect all types of investors. The limited history of EV battery life and their residual value, for example, make it more difficult to find investors or project developers willing to consider renting batteries rather than selling them. Renting EV batteries could reduce the price of a new EV substantially (Box 3) and reduce concerns about recharging time if the depleted, rented batteries could be swapped for fully-charged ones on a long drive. Investment in rentable batteries, though, is seen as highly risky given the lack of history with how long batteries last and with implementing a new model for owning just a portion of someone’s vehicle. If investors do not have adequate information about costs, prices, rewards, the market, competition, and other factors, or if they simply do not feel the information is reliable, they will require a higher rate of return to compensate them for the uncertainty.62

Another area of uncertainty important for investors is future market demand for AFVs and fueling infrastructure. The projections depend largely on consumer interest, public policy, and fuel prices. Government officials and some auto manufacturers had aggressive goals for EV sales at the market’s outset in late 2010. Even though companies and governments invested hundreds of millions of dollars in EV technology and its deployment (and some even made a profit) many early projections were not met, leaving investors with a smaller than expected market. Hence, though consumer demand continues to grow for EVs and sales have increased significantly since 2010, companies and investors may hesitate to believe current projections and make large capital investments in EV infrastructure.

Another information deficiency is experience with new technologies and their market. A financial manager from a large investment firm may not want to purchase a new type of financial instrument, such as an ABS backed by a pool of AFV auto loans or fueling infrastructure (paid through operational savings similar to energy savings performance contracts), with which she has no history. If the ABS behaves differently or includes a technology the financial manager does not understand, it could be safer to simply avoid the new ABS until the first movers have provided more data on its returns and volatility. In some instances, there is no financial incentive to be the first mover, and therefore no additional profit to be made. Entering second may yield similar profits with significantly lower risk. In this situation, government incentives or risk sharing—where a public entity takes on some of the chance of investment loss—might be important to encourage first movers to invest.

LEGAL AND REGULATORY BARRIERS TO PRIVATE INVESTMENT

Legal and regulatory barriers can be especially pertinent for highly regulated investors like banks, pension funds, and insurance companies. There are numerous rules about what types of financial instruments they can hold with relation to their overall portfolios’ risk. For example, the Department of Labor restricts pension funds from owning securities without credit ratings from approved rating agencies. For instance, new financial products, such as an innovative ABS backed by debt payments for AFV infrastructure, would not initially have a credit rating. The developers of the ABS would have to pay a credit rating agency for the rating, which requires a significant amount of information and history, especially to get an investment-grade rating. Both the cost and the information requirements for the ratings can be a high hurdle for new financial instruments.

Banking rules regarding liquidity, covered in the next section, require banks to hold safe capital in reserve when they own an asset that is harder to sell. These rules and regulations make investing in new instruments less attractive for banks.

Additionally, laws governing public procurement and the structure of competitive solicitations for goods and services can make some contracts, even ones that would save public agencies money, explicitly illegal. Thus, all types of investors and government agencies would not be able to participate, no matter the financial merits. For instance, Georgia’s state constitution previously prevented state government agencies from entering into agreements that obligated current and future spending to prevent current legislators from creating funding
obligations for future government officials. This provision in the constitution, unfortunately, also prevented contracts that resulted in guaranteed costs savings. A constitutional amendment was passed in 2010 to allow multi-year energy savings performance contracts for natural gas, electricity, and water savings measures.68 Multi-year agreements can help support private investment in the market by enabling the use of operating cost savings to pay for the higher upfront costs. Prohibiting them can limit private investment to increase energy efficiency or other operational cost savings measures.

LIQUIDITY RISK BARRIER

Liquidity risk is the risk that a financial instrument, like a new ABS that includes loans for AFV infrastructure, cannot be purchased or sold without a significant concession in price due to the small size of the market. To induce investors to provide capital for illiquid instruments, they must receive a higher rate of return. Some investor classes, including most private equity investors, are better prepared to deal with the lack of liquidity because they tend to hold investments for several years. Nevertheless, liquidity is a consideration for all types of investors, affecting the required rate of return and even the number of such assets that can be owned.

Some financial institutions have legal limits on owning illiquid instruments, as mentioned in Table 4. If a highly regulated financial institution such as a bank buys a newly created and rarely traded, securitized pool of loans for AFV fleets, it will have to hold a larger amount of highly liquid assets, such as retained earnings. Holding this additional cash in reserve means that these retained earnings cannot be invested elsewhere, likely reducing future returns. Investors will require a higher return on their riskier investments to compensate them for the “opportunity cost” of having to hold more cash on hand. This is not only a legal and regulatory issue. Many investors do not want to own an illiquid asset or will require a very high rate of return to do so. Owning the assets could mean taking large losses if they want to rebalance their portfolio or take cash out for expenses. Once again, to compensate them for this reduction in flexibility, investors generally demand a higher return than for similar, but more liquid assets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking and Financial Services Rules</td>
<td>Rules on what financial institutions can own and required reserve assets to counterbalance owning riskier assets</td>
<td>Ownership rules: Pension funds can only own securities with a credit rating from an approved rating agency. Reserve asset requirements: Upcoming banking regulations will require a higher proportion of safe capital holdings to balance owning illiquid assets, which a new AFV-related investment would be until a developed market is created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Rules</td>
<td>Rules and laws preventing use of certain types and terms of contracts; especially common for government agencies</td>
<td>Contract laws: Constitutional or other legal limits can prevent government agencies from entering into long-term contracts, such as prohibitions on state financial contracts longer than one year in Georgia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liquidity is an even larger concern for investments with longer timeframes, such as a 10-year or longer debt agreement. While longer loans help the buyer of an AFV or developer of AFV infrastructure, they tend not to help the investor. The longer the term of the loan is, the greater the credit risk and the lower
the liquidity for the investor.70

**SCALE BARRIERS**

Economies of scale exist in private finance just as in manufacturing (i.e., where the cost per unit falls when the total number of units produced increases). While scale affects all types of investors, it can be especially important for large investors, such as institutional investors. In the case of private financing, the costs are the transaction costs of the financial instrument, and the unit is the total dollar amount of capital. When the transaction costs for a deal or the ongoing loan monitoring and servicing costs are disproportionately high relative to the loan value, the interest rates must be higher to recoup the costs. As more high-value projects or more standardized, repeatable finance mechanisms come together, that ratio falls and the cost per unit of financing comes down. Standardization is important to overcoming scale barriers and can have a significant impact on the cost of capital.71

The Climate Policy Initiative found that institutional investors could provide a large amount of investment capital for renewable energy if certain barriers, such as scale, were addressed. The availability of capital is not the issue: “There may only be a shortage of opportunities at the price — and level of risk — that governments and energy consumers are willing to pay.”72 The authors analyzed the barriers for institutional investors and found two major obstacles are liquidity issues and scale—issues equally important to AFVs and infrastructure.

Small dollar deals or nonstandardized deals that require individualized setup can entail a significant amount of financial modeling, legal and risk analysis, and organizational work. Spread over only a small amount of capital, these fixed costs make the interest or other fees high per unit of capital. Increasing scale takes advantage of repeating the same processes and improving it. If loans for fueling infrastructure, for example, are standardized, banks can more easily and quickly assess risk, both for origination and for selling the loans to other investors. The ability to sell the loans makes them more liquid, reducing the liquidity risk barrier. Standardization allows loans with similar terms and risk profiles to be pooled and sold in a secondary market, further increasing liquidity and decreasing the cost of capital. Additionally, selling the loans provides more capital to the originator, allowing them to make more loans and increase their economies of scale.

Developing and executing standardized contracts is one way the scale barrier for AFV-related projects can be addressed. If a large amount of individualized project finance origination work73 has to be developed, for example, for a single $1 million or more CNG fueling station owned by a third party, the cost of capital could be very high. But if the legal fees to develop a new, third party ownership finance contract were spread over five similar CNG stations, the per-unit development cost for financing a station could fall significantly.

As the market for AFV financial products reaches a larger scale, the financial products will tend to become more liquid, with more investors buying and selling them. The cost of financing will subsequently decrease, and, thus, will likely reduce the financing cost for consumers. This becomes a virtuous cycle, where larger scale and liquidity draw even more investors to the products and lower the cost of financing more. With this fall in financing cost, the total cost for AFV and infrastructure buying and deployment will also fall, increasing demand for AFVs and infrastructure.

Understanding the barriers to demand and to private finance is an important first step. Part of understanding them is also considering ways these barriers are not unique to AFVs or infrastructure, and how other sectors have addressed them. Some clean-tech sectors have already been successful at increasing demand and overcoming private investment barriers through innovative financial mechanisms. Lessons from these sectors are examined in the following section.

### LESSONS LEARNED FROM PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN OTHER AREAS OF CLEAN TECH

Some renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies are similar to AFVs in that they are relatively new technologies with high upfront capital costs and relatively low operating costs. In certain respects, however,
they are more advanced in their adoption than AFVs. More attention has gone into their deployment and, specifically, into funding mechanisms to overcome the higher upfront cost. For example, the Warehouse for Energy Efficiency Loans (WHEEL) program, created by Energy Programs Consortium and a team of public and private partners including NASEO, is working to create a secondary market for residential clean energy loans.74 By creating a secondary market for loan originators, the program intends to reduce the cost of borrowed funds and increase the amount available for energy efficiency loans.

As the Clean Energy and Bond Finance Initiative75 stated in its 2013 report on clean energy financing, “[h]ow competitive clean energy is with other energy technologies depends increasingly on what kind of financing is available and on what terms. So to reduce the overall cost of clean energy, the focus now also must be on reducing capital costs for clean energy investing.”76 Inducing private investment is as critical for AFV and infrastructure deployment as it is for energy efficiency and renewable energy.

The following section explores three specific models—leasing, energy savings performance contracts, and green banks—that have been used to address the barriers for renewable energy and energy efficiency deployment and how these solutions could be applied to AFVs and their infrastructure. These three models were chosen due to both their success in increasing clean tech deployment and their ability to address important AFV and infrastructure barriers discussed in the paper. The ESCO and Energy Service Performance Contracts and the Clean Energy Banks examples will be explored further in the next stage of the initiative, the case studies.

LEASING

Leases are a familiar financial tool that could help increase consumer demand for AFVs and infrastructure. The lease model allows individual consumers and government agencies without a sufficient tax appetite to access government incentives. Additionally, leasing allows any AFV buyer to avoid the large, upfront expense.

Individual consumers commonly lease cars. The individual does not own the car but rather pays monthly to use the car for a specified amount of time, such as three years. A third party owns the asset, in this case the car, using all the tax advantages, such as depreciation and, if available, tax credits. The user pays a fixed, monthly lease payment, returning the car or paying the third party a fair market price to buy it at the end of the lease period.

The leasing model is currently used in the solar industry, exemplified by SolarCity. The company installed 85 megawatts (MW) of residential solar power in 201277 and is the United States’ largest residential solar installer,78 using leasing as a key component of its business model. SolarCity is vertically integrated, executing the finance, design, and installation for its projects. Other early solar installers generally left the financing up to the customer, but bank loans or self-financing through personal savings can be challenging for residential solar customers who are used to paying for electricity through a monthly bill, not a large, upfront cash payment.

SolarCity has overcome high upfront costs for customers by using a lease agreement where it or a third party owns the rooftop solar panels and the homeowner pays a fixed, monthly payment. SolarCity also offers a nonlease option, using a power-purchase agreement (PPA) where the homeowner pays for the power the system generates, at a lower price than the electric utility charges. With either option, the system can be installed at no upfront cost to the homeowner, with the opportunity to purchase the system outright at the end of the agreement. SolarCity operates in 14 states and plans to expand to any state where distributed solar energy generation is economically viable compared to utility generation.79 The level of isolation, electricity rates, and the availability of incentives are important factors for the expansion of solar, including solar leases and PPAs.80

The U.S. government is providing a tax credit of 30% of the total cost of installed solar power systems through 2016.81 However, homeowners might not have sufficient tax liability to make full use of the credit. Some tax benefits are only available to businesses. For example, most tangible assets, including solar systems, are eligible for depreciation, where a business can deduct the declining value of the asset to reduce its tax liability.82 The federal government even allows for accelerated depreciation specifically for solar systems. The business can claim a deduction greater than the system actually depreciates during the first few years of operation. This essentially gives the business a boost of liquidity since it owes less in taxes immediately after installation.
Individual tax filers cannot easily access this particular tax benefit.

Other credits exist that can raise revenue, such as solar renewable energy certificates (SRECs) available in some of the states where SolarCity operates. These credits are awarded for each megawatt-hour of electricity generated from a solar power system, and are valued by electric utilities needing to demonstrate compliance with a renewable portfolio standard. An individual can sell SRECs, but it requires some knowledge and forecasting to understand when and how to sell them. All of these factors combine to make it less expensive for a solar project developer to install and own solar systems.

To take full advantage of the tax credits, SolarCity uses various financial structures with third party investors, including joint ventures and lease pass-through structures to convert the federal tax credit into money. These structures allow investors with a tax appetite to take advantage of the tax credits to access the incentives and at the same time allows SolarCity to raise capital to install and operate solar power systems. The same applies to investors looking to tap federal, state, and local government incentives to deploy AFVs and fueling infrastructure. AFVs also have different tax credits, depreciation, and local public incentives for reduced pollution that make it less expensive to own and operate vehicles and infrastructure. Many of these are easier for businesses to access than for individuals.

Third party ownership and leasing of solar panels also helps overcome many information problems, including loan officers who are unfamiliar with the technology or lack information about long-term loan repayment history. In addition, the risk of significant financial loss for the homeowner is dramatically reduced, since they do not have to make an initial financial investment.

SolarCity’s success with the lease model has boosted the use of third-party financing models. GTM Research estimates the annual investment in leased residential solar installations will grow from $1.3 billion in 2012 to $5.7 billion by 2016. The steady rise of SolarCity’s stock price from $8 a share in its initial public offering in December 2012 to $75 a share in March 2014 is another sign of market confidence in leasing and SolarCity’s business model.

Third-party ownership through leasing could be equally important for AFVs and infrastructure for the same reasons. Just as with solar, the technology is new, financial mechanisms immature, and upfront costs high. Also, several federal, state, and local tax incentives are difficult, or nearly impossible, for most individuals or government organizations to use, including depreciation. Accessing both the depreciation tax advantage and the $7,500 tax credit for EVs can be easier through a leasing program.

The leasing business model also helps overcome many of the financing information problems faced by both consumers and loan officers. Specifically, loan officers often lack information about the long-term loan repayment history of AFV buyers and, thus, may not make different loan terms for AFVs. In this case, this business model will be especially important for loans with higher loan-to-income ratios that rely on AFV owners using the fuel savings to cover higher payments, a concept without a long history for loan officers to study. Lastly, given that no large upfront payment is required, leases can alleviate car buyers’ concerns related to EV technology, including battery life and resale value. Vertical integration that includes bundling the vehicle purchase, maintenance, and charging cost in one lease payment could reduce perceived risk for the total cost of owning and operating a vehicle.

ESCO AND ENERGY SERVICE PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS

Energy service companies (ESCOs) and energy savings performance contracts (ESPCs) use business models where the upfront capital costs for efficiency upgrades in buildings are financed, using the energy and water savings to repay the loan or other financial agreement. This helps remove the hurdle of high upfront cost for the building operator and reduces the effect of other barriers such as risk aversion and lack of information or experience with the technology. Figure 3 provides a generalized perspective on the participants in the ESCO business model.

ESCOs and ESPCs have been fairly flexible and have been used to improve the efficiency of lighting, heating and air conditioning, windows, plumbing fixtures, natural gas, and water systems. Many contracts guarantee the energy savings. In this contract format, an ESCO or an outside party guarantees that the energy savings will be enough to repay the project financing cost. This protects the building owner or building management
company from the uncertainty of future energy costs or finance repayments if the projected savings are not realized. The guarantee addresses building operators’ concerns related to lack of reliable information about savings from energy efficiency upgrades. Reliable evaluation, measurement, and verification (EM&V) of the energy savings are key to the model’s success.90 A company will not guarantee savings if it cannot confidently evaluate the energy savings, measure the savings accurately, and verify the actual savings.

The model also helps clear some legal, regulatory, and institutional roadblocks by relying on an outside party to finance building upgrades. These contracts are especially popular in the public sector buildings market, with more than 85% of ESCO revenues coming from governments, schools, and hospitals in 2011.91 This is in part because governments, schools, and hospitals tend to have a higher tolerance than private companies for long payback periods. Furthermore, finding additional funds for energy efficiency upgrades can be challenging. During the depths of the recession, state and local governments frequently had declining tax revenue and many are still struggling with tight budgets.92 By having an ESCO or outside party finance the upgrades through future energy bill savings, a sharp influx of public revenue is not necessary. Also, after the upgrades are paid off, the energy savings will reduce the ongoing expenses for operating the building, saving taxpayer money. Some ESCO contracts can even guarantee lower payments (for energy plus the ESCO payback payment) than the customer’s previous energy bills in the near term, though lower near-term payments make the payback timeframe longer.

ESCOs can also combine energy efficiency building upgrades with onsite energy generation. Onsite renewable generation accounted for 6.4% of ESCO revenues in 2011.93 As part of a larger energy savings contract, ESCOs are able to use government tax incentives that might be challenging for government entities or companies without a tax appetite to tap. Either the ESCO itself or a third party can take advantage of the available tax incentives, similar to the SolarCity example.

**FIGURE 3: ESCO Business Model**
An ESCO framework, with contracts based on ongoing fuel savings, can help finance AFVs and infrastructure. The lower operating costs based on reduced fuel expenditures decrease the total cost of ownership for a vehicle. Currently, natural gas vehicles have a higher upfront cost, as with energy efficiency upgrades for buildings, but the lower fuel price can offset the higher initial price over the life of the vehicle. For example, the price premium is $11,000 for the bi-fuel Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD truck compared to the gasoline-only version.94 The upgraded Silverado truck can run on CNG or gasoline. According to General Motors, over just three years the CNG truck can save an operator $6,000 to $10,000 in fuel costs, and more over the life of the vehicle.95

If the vehicle user is unable to pay the additional capital cost of $11,000 at the time of purchase, a contract similar to an ESPC can facilitate financing to cover the higher upfront cost, and the user could repay these costs through the ongoing fuel cost savings. This can be especially important for public sector buyers where increasing capital expenditures, even for lower operating costs, can be challenging. Adding natural gas fueling infrastructure can also be done through an ESCO-type model, where the cost of the new fueling infrastructure is paid for through future fuel cost savings. In fact, Colorado enacted a law in 2013 to allow government fleets to enter into energy cost savings contracts for AFVs and fueling infrastructure.96

Another example of using an ESCO framework with AFVs is to combine EVs with solar charging. A third party could use solar system to capture federal tax incentives that public entities would be unable to use. The solar system could provide power for the EVs during the day and sell excess power back to the grid through a power purchase agreement with the electric utility or grid operate or through the state’s net metering program.

CLEAN ENERGY BANKS

Clean energy finance banks or, as they are often called, green banks, use limited public dollars to attract significantly more private capital for investment. As described in this section, a clean energy bank is either a quasi-public or public financing institution that can address several of the barriers for private investors, create a market for new financial tools, and lower the cost of capital for clean energy and energy efficiency projects. Examples include Connecticut’s clean energy bank, a quasi-public institution established in 2011, and New York’s $1 billion bank, a public institution announced in January 2013, with the request for initial funds filed in September 2013.97

Clean energy banks can be set up in numerous ways to provide direct loans for clean energy or to lower the risk for private investors. One key service a clean energy bank can provide is credit enhancement to shield private investors from the investment’s first losses due to payment defaults or delinquencies, reducing risk in the initial phase of creating and selling new financial tools. Credit enhancements can be offered in many ways either by a clean energy bank or by another entity and can include a variety of options, such as sponsor equity and even insurance against nonpayment. In addition, credit enhancements can also help address information issues, illiquidity, and scale concerns by stimulating a larger market. All of these barriers are challenging for private finance to tackle in early-stage adoption. While there is little experience with, or research on, using clean energy banks to help with AFVs and infrastructure deployment, clean energy banks are being used to grow energy efficiency and alternative energy markets which initially faced many of the same barriers as AFVs. The Coalition for Green Capital found that clean energy bank interventions could make loan terms longer and lower loan costs by 2.25 percentage points, reducing the overall cost for clean energy projects by 15 to 20%.98 Clean energy bank interventions, could similarly reduce the cost of capital and improve loan terms for AFVs and infrastructure. Longer loan terms could be especially useful for AFV infrastructure investments, where demand for public fueling is still small and the timeline for the return on investment long.

Clean energy banks like the one in Connecticut enable private investors to offer more money at a lower cost of capital due to the lowered risk. A new solar lease fund in Connecticut called CT Solar Lease II, for example, leveraged $9.5 million in public funds for subordinated debt and sponsor equity as credit enhancements to attract $50 million in private capital. The sponsor equity and subordinated debt would absorb losses before affecting senior debt repayments, which mitigates the risk of private capital losses in case some projects fail. In general, with bankruptcy or other debt default, there are different levels of seniority for debt repayment and often equity is
the last to be repaid. In this example, the clean energy bank owns the subordinated debt and equity, and thus would be the first and second to take losses. The two levels of protection on the senior debt provide more certainty for the private investors. If the solar lease program fails, the clean energy bank could lose its $9.5 million investment first but the private investors are somewhat protected. Only losses greater than the $9.5 million would fall on the private investors. The state is also somewhat protected. If the state or the clean energy bank directly made the full loan of $59.5 million loan to the solar project and the project failed, the entire loss would fall to the state taxpayers. Instead, the state and the clean energy bank risk being the first to take a loss but they share the overall project risk with the private financiers. The combined funds will finance 14 megawatts of rooftop solar power for both residential and commercial properties. The credit enhancements and increased scale are expected to ultimately make solar leasing less expensive.

In a similar manner, clean energy banks could help expand the market for AFVs and fueling infrastructure by providing credit enhancements that reduce private sector risk and attract additional capital. In fact, Connecticut’s bank explicitly lists AFV infrastructure as eligible for clean energy bank support, such as the credit enhancements in the Solar Lease II program. Lowering the risk for private investors in AFV-related projects will reduce the required rate of return necessary to attract private investors. A clean energy bank can also replicate this type of project over and over, which will yield more reliable data on energy performance and customer credit performance (reducing the aforementioned information barrier). Risk would then be lower for future projects because of better information. Finally, an additional benefit is that a clean energy bank can also be self-sufficient by earning a return on many of their investments, creating a stream of income for new loans or credit enhancements without requiring new public funds.

**FIGURE 4: Existing Clean Energy Finance Program (CT Solar Lease II)**
CONCLUSION

Finding a way to encourage private investment in AFVs and fueling infrastructure is increasingly important, given the public benefits of AFVs—reducing greenhouse gas emissions, improving energy security, and improving air quality—and an increasing awareness among investors that climate change is affecting their portfolios. An essential first step in increasing private investment in AFVs and fueling infrastructure is to understand barriers that impede deployment, including the barriers to private investment. Each barrier has a different role in constraining market demand or restricting private investment. Overcoming each barrier involves a different set of actors who can work to address them. There is not one single answer; deployment of private finance to bring results is likely to come from a combination of policymakers, researchers, business leaders, and financiers.

This is far from the first new technology to make its way to Wall Street and private investors following years of government funding. AFV stakeholders can learn from recent successes in the renewable energy and energy efficiency markets. Initial lessons demonstrate the need for coordination across many public and private partners. Stakeholders from the public sector (including federal policymakers, state regulators, and local government officials), and from the private sector (including vehicle buyers, manufacturers, fuel providers, financial institutions, and investors) face different barriers and have different tools at their disposal to overcome them. Focusing on barriers to private investment helps finance, business, and public sector stakeholders find common ground.

This broader group of investors and innovative financial products can bring down the upfront cost for vehicle buyers and infrastructure providers, decrease consumer risk associated with information uncertainty, and monetize tax eligibility. Additionally, longer loan terms, securitization of asset loans and asset ownership can all reduce the costs of capital and can help move the market toward self-sufficiency, reducing the need for public subsidies in the longer term. That is not to say that public funds are not needed at all. As with the green bank example, limited public funds can be used to leverage larger private investment to get a reasonable-sized market started.

AFVs and fueling infrastructure could be a key element of the transportation system if existing market deficiencies are addressed. While there are places for private companies to innovate and create returns for investors, reducing barriers to private finance is an essential part of increasing the size and scope of AFV adoption. AFV technology has already improved greatly in the past several years, yet there is room for more innovation and broader adoption. Addressing the financial barriers will allow private finance to provide greater assistance in advancing the AFV market.
APPENDIX: FINANCE TERMS

Asset: A resource with economic value that an individual, corporation, or government body owns or controls with the expectation that it will provide future benefit.

Asset backed security (ABS): A financial instrument whose income payments, and hence value, is derived from and collateralized (or "backed") by a specified pool of underlying assets that have a relatively similar or homogeneous risk profile. The pool of assets is typically a group of small and illiquid assets that are unable or unprofitable to be sold individually.

Debt covenants: Terms or restrictions in debt agreements that are put on a borrower by the bank or other entity that granted the loan. Requirements within a debt covenant might include the amount of leverage or other debt allowed for the borrowing company; or that they retain a certain amount of working capital or cash. If debt covenants are broken, often the loan becomes due immediately.

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE): A means of financing energy efficiency upgrades or renewable energy installations for buildings where the loans are repaid via an annual assessment on their property tax bill. The loan is attached to the property rather than an individual, remaining with the property and the new owner if the owner sells the property.

Credit enhancement: A tool to reduce credit risk by requiring collateral, insurance, or other agreements to provide a lender protection and assurance that it will be compensated if the borrower defaults. Basic forms of credit enhancement include, subordination (see subordinated debt), posting extra collateral, and letters of credit.

Credit rating: A grade by a rating agency indicating the potential default risk associated with a bond or issuing company.

Cost of capital: 1. Cost incurred in owning or borrowing capital, including interest payments and dividend payments. In order to provide an incentive for those willing to provide capital, the risk-adjusted return on the capital used to fund any given business needs to be higher than the cost of the capital; 2. The weighted average of the costs of debt and equity.

Depreciation: For tax purposes, businesses can deduct the cost of the tangible assets they purchase as business expenses in accordance with IRS or other taxing authority rules. For accounting purposes, depreciation indicates how much of an asset's value has been used up.

Debt instrument: An obligation that enables the issuing party to raise funds by promising to repay a lender in accordance with terms of a contract, including loans, bonds, and commercial paper. When a debt instrument is used as a medium to facilitate debt trading, debt obligations can be moved from one party to another quickly and efficiently.

Energy savings performance contract: A contract where a third party or installer pays for the upfront capital costs for efficiency upgrades in buildings, using the future energy and water savings to repay the loan or other financial agreement.

Hurdle rate: The minimum rate of return on a project or investment required by a manager, investor, or company. The riskier the project, the higher the hurdle rate, to compensate for risk.

Joint venture: A legal entity formed by two or more corporations, where equity stakes and operational control are shared in prescribed proportions.

Lease: A contract to allow the use of land or equipment by another without any transfer of ownership.

Lease pass-through: A legal structure that allows a lessor to pass on the tax incentives to a third party.

Liquidity risk: The hazard that a financial instrument, like a new ABS that includes loans for AFV infrastructure cannot be purchased or sold without a significant concession in price due to the size of the market.
Pooled assets: The grouping of assets that are to be repackaged into interest-bearing securities. The interest and principal payments from the assets are passed through to the purchasers of the securities.

Primary market: The market where securities, including loans, are first sold and the issuers receive the proceeds. Companies, governments, and other groups obtain financing through debt- and/or equity-based securities.

Rebalance portfolio: Process of readjusting the weighting of one’s portfolio of assets or liabilities.

Retained earnings: Accounting earnings that are retained by the firm for reinvestment in its operations.

Secondary market: The market where securities, including those based on pooled loans or ABS, are traded among investors.

Securitization: The process of pooling types of debt to create securities that are backed by assets.

Sponsor equity: Cash investment by the owners of a project. The initial losses would come from the equity, before moving down to the least senior debt.

Subordinated debt: A loan or security that ranks below other forms of debt with regard to claims on assets or earnings.

Tax appetite: The ability and interest for a company or individual to use tax credits and other tax equity. It requires a tax liability, and thus profits or income, which can be offset by the tax equity.
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